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with others. May each of us do the work of an evangelist!

Turning Pain to Power Dag Heward-Mills
Righteousness is a force now working on behalf
of the believer-a free gift provided by Jesus
at Calvary. It is the very nature of God now
living in you to change you. The force of
righteousness is God's powerful provision to
make salvation meaningful in the real issues
of daily living here on earth. In Kenneth
Copeland's The Force of Righteousness you'll
discover how to: Accept the gift of
righteousness-rather than trying to earn it
Break free from a sin-conscious life Stand in
God's presence without a sense of guilt or
condemnation Triumph over every trick Satan
throws at you-and more! Don't let anything
hold you back from accepting all God has for
you. Discover your covenant rights and allow
The Force of Righteousness to change your
life. You'll never be the same again!

The Test of Character Regal Books
Did you know that the prophets of old, enquired about and
searched out this great salvation that was to be revealed to us? They
could not imagine how this salvation would come to men…but we
are blessed to receive this salvation! We have received salvation
because someone told us about it. In this riveting book, Evangelist
Dag Heward-Mills leads us not only to understand our great
salvation but also teaches us how to share this great salvation gospel

History of the Diocese of Meath Church Publishing, Inc.
Against a backdrop of debate concerning the role of
Pentecostalism as a mediator of 'modernity', this book
examines the interaction between charismatic Christianity,
spiritual power and gendered social change in contemporary
Ghana.
Lesser Feasts and Fasts 2018 Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries
Enforcing Prophetic Decrees is a book of declarations and prayer to
enforce victory in every area of your life. As you use these confessions,
decrees and declarations, they will allow you to access the invisible power
of God, through the vehicle of the name of Jesus Christ and His superior
blood. You will also find in this book, some of the many functions of the
blood of Jesus Christ. Using the blood of Jesus is a grand privilege many
believers miss out on as a result of them not being informed. Get ready to
have your prayer life soar to a new dimension as you use these confessions!
Enforcing Prophetic Decrees Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
Do you know in an average church service, there are so many things that
happen to people and we are not aware of; your assignment as a ministry is
to make the environment conducive for the healing presence of Jesus and
for deliverance to happen, you have no power to change any man. When
the atmosphere is charged and set, any utterance that comes from that glory
will produce result, it becomes easy for deliverance to happen. We need to
be careful as though we are spiritual people, not to allow tradition too
much that we box the power of the Holy Spirit. When we come before him,
we are aware of our inadequacies, so he becomes the Lord of the
service.Read this Book and Understand what it takes to operate in the
Power of Jesus
Powers Behind the Scenes Dag Heward-Mills
In the CSB Life Essentials Study Bible, renowned Bible teacher, Dr. Gene
Getz guides readers through Scripture by expounding on 1,500 life
principles found throughout the Bible. Distilling these truths into life
principles, Dr. Getz helps readers remember and apply the Bible's wisdom
to everyday life. The CSB Life Essentials Study Bible integrates a
multimedia digital study system with more than 250 hours of in-depth
video teachings from Dr. Gene Getz on these essential life principles
(accessed through smartphone-accessible QR codes). Questions follow
each principle to inspire personal reflection or group discussion. A topical

index and cross references for all 1,500 life principles is included, and each
book introduction provides a list of corresponding life principles found in
that book. Features include: Commentary and application questions on
1,500 life principles, 250 hours of free in-depth video teaching to
accompany each life principle, two-color interior design, smyth-sewn
binding, presentation page, two-column text, topical subheadings, blackletter text, 9-point type, textual footnotes, concordance, and full-color
maps. The CSB Life Essentials Study Bible features the highly readable,
highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays
as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing
clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming
message and to share it with others.

Understanding the End Times Xulon Press
A patriarch's final blessing was important in biblical times as a
practical matter of inheritance rights that revealed God's supernatural
power at work through the men of His choosing. Today's fathers can
speak life-giving blessing into their children's lives and observe the
outcomes with eternal significance.
The Life of the Rev. George Whitefield FilamentPublishing Ltd
You may have heard that it is a great thing to serve the Lord; but you may
not have clearly thought through how great it is to serve the Lord our God.
In this special book by Dag Heward-Mills you will understand who a
servant of God is and how you can serve the Lord. May you practically
know the difference between those who serve the Lord and those who
serve Him not! May you be numbered with those who serve the Lord!

21 DAYS PRAYER and FASTING 2020 Dag Heward-Mills
In these end times. the forces of darkness have intensified their
attacks against the body of Christ. The enemy has enforced his will
over families and communities for centuries through an elaborate
system, but the time has come for the Body to fight back! This book
will show you how to dethrone master spirits that are responsible for
enforcing generational curses and negative bloodline patterns. You
will also learn how to effectively locate your opponent and 'take him
out' by spiritual mapping. Through many years of experience in
spiritual warfare, the Archbishop will teach you to how to access the
strategies of Satan and pray them to non-effect through diligent
intercession. There are evil forces at work but you can learn how to
strategically deal with your opponent. Loose your family and
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community from satanic hands and bind the strong man in your life! Being at the right place at the right time is an ideal position to be in by various church leaders, God has used him to counsel and speak into the
lives of world leaders, while still maintaining his touch with the common
With three decades of Ministry behind him, Archbishop Nicholas
regarding opportunity and fulfilling your destiny. However,
man. He is affectionately called "Papa" by many.
Duncan-Williams is the Presiding Archbishop and General Overseer premature exposure can frustrate God's plan for your life. Does
Gender, Social Change and Spiritual Power Xulon Press
of Christian Action Faith Ministries (CAFM). CAFM has over 150
perfect timing just happen, or is it a method one can learn? In this
affiliate and branch churches located in North America, Europe, Asia book, Archbishop Nicholas Duncan-Williams teaches how to develop A message of spiritual empowerment for African American men
and Africa. Archbishop Duncan-Williams is also the Founder and
divine timing and maximize God's will for every aspect of your life. combines parables, meditation, prayer, and ritual to guide them
President of Prayer Summit International and Global Prayer Invasion, He will give you keys to know when you have missed God's timing, Daily Manna Studies of Religion in Africa
The Archbishop is not a prophet of doom, but he has a moral and a
which bring the message and the power of prayer to many around the or are in a state of premature exposure, and how to re-position
world. With a unique anointing in the area of prayer and intercession, yourself within God's timetable. Divine timing is not just showing up spiritual responsibility to warn you so you can be armed. You cannot be
Archbishop has been recognized by many leaders in the body of
at the right time, but is a process of prayer, skill development, proper ignorant. Ignorance is a luxury we cannot afford to indulge in, especially in
Christ as the "Apostle of Strategic Prayer." Having gained
attitude, courage, and responsibility. Your destiny is not a matter of times like these. This is the burden that led him to publish this book. This
is not a comprehensive teaching on eschatology but, rather, it is about a
accreditation and respect by various church leaders, God has used
fate, but is a decision for discipline, preparation and divine timing.
sense of urgency. It is a wakeup call. We have to wake up from slumber
him to counsel and speak into the lives of world leaders, while still
With three decades of Ministry behind him, Archbishop Nicholas
and do something before we all become irrelevant in God's agenda for the
maintaining his touch with the common man. He is affectionately
Duncan-Williams is the Presiding Archbishop and General Overseer earth and eternity.
called "Papa" by many.
of Christian Action Faith Ministries (CAFM). CAFM has over 150
Spurgeon's Sermon Notes Harvard University Press
affiliate and branch churches located in North America, Europe, Asia
The Price of Greatness Kenneth Hagin Ministries
This book is a product of divine revelation. It has been offered
and Africa. Archbishop Duncan-Williams is also the Founder and
We live in a world today where process is intentionally avoided.
to the body of Christ to help the reader to come up with an
President of Prayer Summit International and Global Prayer Invasion,
Many people do not want to go through the process requiredto
which bring the message and the power of prayer to many around the understanding of the activities of the power of darkness that
achieve or attain any heights in this life. This is a generation of
instant coffee, instant worship, instant preaching, instant praise, etc. world. With a unique anointing in the area of prayer and intercession, have been ignored due to ignorance. The devices of darkness are
exposed. The weapons of dark powers are brought to the open in
Even growing a church is placed in the category of "instants". Some Archbishop has been recognized by many leaders in the body of
order to help battle-ready warriors learn what it takes to destroy
Christ as the "Apostle of Strategic Prayer." Having gained
pastors want to establish a church andhave a membership of 500 in
such weapons. The book contains acidic prayer points which
accreditation and respect by various church leaders, God has used
three months. The ministry of the church to produce healthy
will enable the readers to deal decisively with the powers that
individuals is no longer a process. Sometimes the spirit of envy and him to counsel and speak into the lives of world leaders, while still
maintaining his touch with the common man. He is affectionately
covetousness makes people want what others have, without going
attack when men sleep. This book affords you the opportunity to
through the process to get it. But I have learned through experience, called "Papa" by many.
uproot the plantations of darkness and fulfil your destiny.
Come Up Hither 1 Dpm-UK
that anything you want to maintain or sustain, you must acquire by
Binding the Strong Man Destiny Image Publishers
In
this
life,
we
all
want
to
achieve
greatness;
but
some
ignore
the
price
that
process. In this book, you will learn the keys to endurance that will
""There is a Father Who is waiting for you; Who will not condemn you;
must
be
paid
to
achieve
it.
This
book
will
challenge
you
to
get
off
the
Who will not criticize you; Who will not point out all of your faults and
empower you to go through your process. You will discover that
sidelines
of
mediocrity
and
dive
into
the
field
of
greatness
through
training,
failings. He is just waiting. I believe if we could get that message across to
greatness only emerges on the other side of process.
studying, praying and persevering to reach your goal. The enemy fights the the fatherless generations around us, many of them would run into their
While Men Slept Kregel Publications
prosperity, health, and blessing of God's children; but if you are willing to Father's arms. That is what they are longing for."" - Derek Prince, Father
This important classic explains who the believer is in Christ and what
pay the price through fasting, prayer, and thanksgiving, you can have it.
God
really happens when a person receives God's Spirit in his life.
Everyone is born with the potential to be great, but some never rise above Prayer Moves God Xulon Press
A Pastor's Sketches Harper Collins
the crowd because of fear. What would you do if you were not afraid?
Examines the life of Billy Graham and how he impacted American culture Nothing comes without a price. If you can meet the requirements, you can Many people do not believe in the existence of an unseen realm and
others try to operate in it yet do not understand it. In order to
by successfully tapping into broader cultural trends.
break out of your confines and soar above all limitations. Pay the price,
understand spiritual realms, we must understand realms of authority.
Zoe Destiny Image Publishers
and claim the prize! With three decades of Ministry behind him,
Though there are many kinds of authority, spiritual authority is the
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these
Archbishop Nicholas Duncan-Williams is the Presiding Archbishop and
greatest. If our authority in Christ is by the Spirit, it cannot be
books are created from careful scans of the original. This allows General Overseer of Christian Action Faith Ministries (CAFM). CAFM
determined by a person's gender or race; there is no distinction
us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the has over 150 affiliate and branch churches located in North America,
between them in the spirit. According to the Scripture in 1
author intended. Since the original versions are generally quite Europe, Asia and Africa. Archbishop Duncan-Williams is also the Founder
and President of Prayer Summit International and Global Prayer Invasion, Corinthians 2:4-15, spiritual things must be spiritually discerned!
old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within
which bring the message and the power of prayer to many around the
Intellect, science or anything that we can relate to in the natural will
these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics
world. With a unique anointing in the area of prayer and intercession,
only distort man's view of what is going on in the spirit realm; we
available again for future generations to enjoy!
Archbishop has been recognized by many leaders in the body of Christ as discern things spiritually by knowing them through our spirit man
the "Apostle of Strategic Prayer. "Having gained accreditation and respect and not through our natural man.
Force of Righteousness Thomas Nelson
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